The legends of King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table

Do you like stories about knights, dragons and fairies?
Do you like castles, tournaments and swords?
Do you like adventurous princesses and magical unicorns?
Then this camp is for you!

Come with us on a journey through time and discover the legends of King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table. Incredible adventures are waiting for you!

Are you ready?

Outings in the forest of "Broceliande", storytelling moments and a knight, princess or dragon portrait to take home as a souvenir of your exploits!

The whole team is looking forward to welcoming you for a week full of imagination, creativity and good times together!

A quiet time takes place after lunch, with a story, a massage workshop and relaxation. Your children can bring books or material (cuddly toy, pillow, blanket).

Contacts
The week will be animated by Valentina Ospina (079.135.45.44) and Petra Draskovic (076.499.73.24)
Material

Material to be taken all week:
- 1 change of clothing, comfortable and not valuable
- 1 apron or old shirt for painting
- 1 backpack for daily outings
- 1 water bottle
- 1 morning snack
- 1 pair of slippers
- 1 toothbrush
- Sunscreen
- Cap or hat
- Closed shoes recommended for our forest outings
- For quiet time, you can bring books, a small cushion, a blanket or a comforter

Our outings will take place regardless of the weather (except for very bad weather or heat waves), it is important that children are equipped according to the weather conditions.

Place and schedules
The camps take place in the Polychinelle building on the ground floor (GA building).
Parking spaces are available in front of the building.

To enter the building, ring first l’écoline bell on the front door.
Please also disinfect your hands upon entering.

The schedules are as follows:
Morning: arrival between 8h30 and 9h00
Afternoon: departure from 16h00 and 17h30

Meals & snacks:
All meals and afternoon snacks will be provided by the caterer.

For the morning snacks, children will be offered gluten free rice crackers and fruit. (If you wish to provide something else for your child, it is ok for the ecoline team).

Price
350 CHF / week

Contacts
Valentina Ospina: 079.135.45.44
Petra Draskovic: 076.499.73.24
Special Covid-19/ Hygiene in general
Children wash their hands with soap upon entering the premises and regularly throughout the day. We cannot accept a child with symptoms related to the coronavirus (see ofsp.ch). A parent must be able to pick up his or her child at any time if symptoms appear during the day.

Ticks:
Due to the increase of ticks in the region, the écoline team makes sure that children are protected before each outing with Anti Brumm Natural repellent spray.

Si vous souhaitez fournir un autre produit à votre enfant, merci de bien vouloir prévenir l’équipe de l’écoline.

ACCIDENTS/INCIDENTS
The accompanying team does everything possible to preserve the physical and moral integrity of your child. However, as in any activity, there is no such thing as zero risk.

In the event of a serious accident/incident: the EPFL emergency team will be contacted, and if necessary, an ambulance will be arranged to take your child to the nearest hospital.
In the event of a minor accident/incident: the EPFL emergency team may be called to determine the seriousness of the accident/incident, basic care will be provided by the staff and the family will be informed and will be able to take the necessary decisions.

Please let us know if you have any medical history and/or treatment that needs to be communicated to us.